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WHAT IF_

FOLLOWING THE MAP 
ISN’T YOUR STYLE?
You’d need a vehicle that’s as open to adventure as you are. With the capability to 
take you where you want to go. And the comfort and technology to make the trip 
back just as much fun. And while you’re at it, why not bring a real sense of style  
and a unique point of view? So load up and let’s go. We’re ready. The all-new  
Nissan X-TRAIL.





The scenery may be rugged, but X-TRAIL’s features are anything but. Sit back and enjoy tasteful
touches like a Power Moonroof, double-stitched leather trim and LED interior lighting. All to
create a stunning view – wherever you look.  





 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

BREATHTAKING FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Whether it’s an inspiring view on a starry night,  or just a cosy place 
to sit on a chilly morning, X-TRAIL makes sure you’re well looked after.

Comfortable zero-gravity inspired seats with spinal support – 
With your comfort in mind, Nissan engineers looked to the cosmos, where 
astronauts float weightlessly in a relaxed posture. To recreate this “neutral 
posture” when you’re behind the wheel, they designed an articulated front 
seat that supports you from the pelvis to the chest, along with seat cushions 
that flex in response to your unique pressure points. The result is exceptional 
comfort – whether you’re in a spacesuit or not.

Power Moonroof –  More cosmic inspiration. With the Power Moonroof, all 
aboard have breathtaking vistas of sky, stars and maybe your next destination.

Heated and cooled cupholders –  Help keep your drinks frosty or toasty – 
just the way you like them.

Quick Comfort Heated Front Seats –  Nissan innovation to the smallest 
detail. By focusing on key areas of the body and heating them in sequence, 
you get warmed up as soon as possible.



POWER  
TAILGATE

SLIDING  
2ND ROW

RECLINING  
2ND ROW77°

REAR WIDE  

OPENING DOORS

SLIDE, GLIDE AND SWING WIDE.
A smarter 2nd row.
flexible seating system. The 60/40 split seat slides forward for easy access 
and adjusts to give you a little more cargo space, more leg room or anywhere 
in between. The seats also recline, when it’s time to just relax.

Optional 3rd row.
extra friends along. X-TRAIL’s 50/50 split folding 3rd-row seat gives  
you added flexibility carrying passengers and their gear, and folds down  
to make a flat cargo floor for maximum carrying space.

Power tailgate and Rear 77º Wide Opening Doors.
seats or skateboards, X-TRAIL gives you easy access with rear doors that 
swing out nearly 80º, and an optional powered tailgate that opens with a tap 
of a button, your Nissan Intelligent Key or a switch mounted by the driver.



KEEP AN OPEN HATCH AND AN OPEN MIND.
Room for craft and crew.
X-TRAIL gives you possibilities you never knew you had. And with a clever  
40/20/40 folding seat, there’s plenty of room to bring friends along, too.

1982 LITRES 550 LITRES

You, a passenger and lots 
of cargo.

Five of you and your gear.

Divide-N-Hide.
reinventing capability, the Divide-N-Hide 
Cargo System lets you adapt in a snap. 
An adjustable set of shelves and dividers 
gives you a variety of configurations, and 
it’s so easy, you can do it with one hand.

A long, flat floor with under-floor 
storage for those big items  
and the ones you want to hide.

Lower your floor for added height 
to fit those tall items.

Create a tall box that keeps valuables 
out of sight, with a handy shelf on top.

Make an open space for storage 
underneath, and a handy shelf  
to keep other items separate and  
within easy reach.
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Tentative pending final homologation.

ENGINE

OUTPUT 
(PS)

TORQUE 
(NM)

CO2*  
(G/KM)

FUEL CONSUMPTION*  (L/100 KM)  

1.6-L dCi diesel 
2WD MT 130 320 129 5.7
1.6-L dCi diesel 
2WD Xtronic 130 320 135 5.8
1.6-L dCi diesel 
4WD MT 130 320 139

133

139

143 6.2

5.8

6.0

6.3

4.5

4.7

4.8

4.6

4.9

4.9

4.9

5.1

5.3

5.1

5.3

5.4

WITH A CLEAN CONSCIENCE
What if you got excellent fuel economy in a roomy SUV that’s lots of fun 
to drive? With X-TRAIL, we got there by developing everything from exterior 
aerodynamics that whisper through the wind, to advanced engines, to a virtually 
gearless Xtronic transmission that maximises efficiency and performance. 

Power to go. Powering the all-new X-TRAIL is an  advanced 1.6-litre diesel, tuned
to provide the performance of larger diesel powertrains, while offering enhanced 
fuel economy and lower CO2 emissions. The engine also features Nissan’s automatic 
Start/Stop system, which shuts down the engine when it’s not needed – at traffic 
lights for example – to save fuel, then smoothly and quickly restarts as you pull away 

Xtronic (Continuously Variable Transmission). In the newest version of our Xtronic, 
friction is reduced by up to 40% and the ratio coverage is increased to greater than 
that of some 8-speed automatics. A new Eco mode improves fuel economy at the 
touch of a switch. All this, and performance so smooth, it’s like riding a continuous 
wave of power.

17”         19”
Urban Cycle
17”         19”

Extra Urban
17”         19”

Combined
17”         19”



WHAT IF_

YOUR CAR KNEW WHEN YOU 
WERE CORNERING?
And how to react to your commands? That’s the kind of intuitive response 
we’ve engineered into every X-TRAIL. So you can enter any situation with more 
confidence, and exit with a big grin.

Intuitive 4WD. With X-TRAIL’s All-Mode 4x4-i, 
you’ve got a system that’s capable on-road 
and off. You can choose full-time 2WD for 
maximum efficiency. Auto Mode constantly 
monitors conditions and adjusts the balance 
of power between front and rear wheels for 
best traction. Challenging conditions? 4WD 
Lock Mode is your choice.

Active Engine Braking.  Whether you’re 
slowing for a corner or coming to a stop, this 
system uses the Xtronic transmission to apply 
engine braking – much like shifting to a lower 
gear in traditional transmissions – to help give 
smoother deceleration and a more confident 
feel when braking.

Active Trace Control. A turn for the better, 
this innovative technology helps improve 
control when you take a corner. It reads the 
cornering situation and, if needed, can brake 
each wheel individually to help you steer 
through the turn with confidence.

Active Ride Control.  Fear no bump. With 
Active Ride Control, X-TRAIL can automatically 
apply braking and adjust engine torque after 
you hit a bump to smooth out your ride.

Hill Start Assist. Up, up, and away. Hill 
Start Assist helps prevent rollback when 
starting and driving away on an incline.



iPOD® TYRE PRESSURE 
MONITORING SYSTEM

MATCH THE DISPLAY
TO YOUR COLOUR

DRIVING AIDS TURN-BY-TURN NAVIGATION

 

 
 

 

INNOVATION THAT’S RIGHT  
IN FRONT OF YOU.
Traffic jams. Dinner plans. With so much going on around you, it’s easy to lose sight of what’s most 
important: driving. From turn-by-turn directions to caller ID, the Advanced Drive-Assist Display serves  
up info right in front of you – helping to minimise time looking away.



NISSANCONNECT

INNOVATION THAT KEEPS
YOUR WORLD WITHIN REACH
SMART AND FUNCTIONAL. The NissanConnect is packed with a rich range of features and is incredibly easy to use thanks 
to the high resolution 7" anti-glare touchscreen. With a powerful combination of audio, navigation and communications 
functions, as well as cutting edge connectivity and smartphone integration features. 

CONNECTED WHEREVER YOU GO.  NissanConnect offers Smartphone integration. Enjoy an ever evolving list of applications* 
from the comfort of your Nissan X-Trails display screen, all tailored to enhance your overall driving experience in a safe way. Your 
X-TRAIL will become an integrated piece of your connected lifestyle, just like your smartphone, tablet and computer.

INTELLIGENT DRIVER ASSISTANCE and navigation functions support you in all kinds of traffic situations.

STREAMING AUDIO VIA BLUETOOTH®. Enjoy digital radio, Over The Air internet radio or stream music from your mobile phone.

iPOD/USB INPUT. Plug in your iPod or MP3 player to access your entire music library while you’re on the road.

*Driving is a serious business. Only use NissanConnect services when safe to do so. Some applications may have late introduction and/or may not be
available in Ireland. NissanConnect service subscription required but is available on a complimentary basis for 2 years from purchase. Service and
applications only available in select European countries and on select Nissan models. Service and applications may be provided by third parties outside
Nissan’s control, and are subject to change without notice or liability to Nissan or its agents (including, without limitation, services cancelled/suspended by
third parties). Certain remote functions require compatible phone or device, not included with vehicle. Cellular networks are provided by cellular companies,
and are not within Nissan’s control. Cellular networks not available in all areas. Roaming charges and/or data usage charges may apply. Nissan is not
responsible for any equipment replacement or upgrades or associated costs that may be required for continued operation due to service changes
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On-screen controls let you tell the system 
how you want to park.

For other parking situations, on-screen controls  
help you choose your desired space, and then 
steer you in.

Parking the new Nissan X-TRAIL is as 
easy as driving it. The intelligent Park Assist 
measures the available space to make sure 
there’s enough room. What’s more, in Auto 
Mode, X-TRAIL does the steering manoeuvres 
for you to slide effortlessly into place.

 

 

 

 

NISSAN AROUND VIEW MONITOR

IT’S GOT YOUR BACK. AND THE REST 
OF YOU, TOO.
What if parallel parking was easier?  A rear view is great when reversing – but when it comes to parking, it’s 
nice to see more than just what’s behind you. That’s why X-TRAIL offers an Around View Monitor. Four cameras  
give you a virtual 360º bird’s-eye view of your vehicle, with selectable split-screen close-ups of the front, rear,  
and kerbside views, so you can get a better look. And since all obstacles aren’t stationary (shopping trolleys,  
we’re talking to you), Moving Object Detection keeps an eye around your X-TRAIL and can warn you about  
moving objects detected in your vicinity.



 

 
   

 

 

6 STANDARD  
AIR BAGS

NISSAN SAFETY SHIELD PHILOSOPHY

INNOVATION THAT LOOKS 
OUT FOR YOU.
What if you had the confidence you need for every part of your drive? The 
Nissan Safety Shield is a compre hen sive approach to safety that guides 
the engineering and development of every new vehicle we make. 

Keeping an eye out. Smart technologies help monitor your vehicle’s systems 
and surroundings. Like a warning when you’re straying from your lane, or a system 
that helps ensure you’re travelling on properly inflated tyres.

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System. Lets you know when a tyre is low. 

Driver Attention Alert. Always looking out for you, your X-TRAIL monitors your 
driving, and if it senses that you may be fatigued, drowsy, or distracted from your 
driving, will give you a warning on the Advanced Drive-Assist Display.

Traffic Sign Recognition. Knowledge is power. And to keep you well informed, 
X-TRAIL employs an advanced system that can actually read road signs, including 
speed limits and other advisories, and provides you the information on the 
Advanced Drive-Assist Display.

High-beam Assist. X-TRAIL also looks out for the other guy. If you’re driving with 
the high beams on and the system detects oncoming traffic, it will automatically 
turn the high beams off. Once traffic passes, the system will turn the high beams 
back on.

Forward Collision Warning with Forward Emergency Braking

Blind Spot Warning

Lane Departure Warning

Around View Monitor with Moving Object Detection

Helping you respond. When you need to hit the brakes hard or 
suddenly manoeuvre around an obstacle, these standard technologies 
help you respond to a potentially harmful situation.

Vehicle Dynamic Control  helps you maintain your steered path.

helps you maintain steering control around 
obstacles while braking heavily.

helps apply maximum braking force if it detects hard 
braking and senses you are in an emergency situation.

Helping protect you.  When a collision is unavoidable, Nissan’s Zone 
Body Construction helps absorb the impact while the advanced seat 
belt and air bag systems help protect passengers.

Driver and front-passenger supplemental front impact air bags

Front seat-mounted side-impact supplemental air bags

Roof-mounted curtain side-impact supplemental air bags



  
 

 

 
 
 

 

NISSAN SAFETY SHIELD TECHNOLOGIES

GET AWAY WITH JUST A WARNING.
Wouldn’t it be cool if you could always drive with that proverbial pound of prevention? With available Nissan Safety 
Shield technologies, you’ve got a safety suite of advanced systems on the lookout to give you the heads up when trouble 
rears its ugly head. And we think that k ind of knowledge beats an ounce of cure – every time.

Forward Emergency Braking. If there is a risk of collision with the vehicle in front, the system gives an audible and 
visible warning signal. If the driver does not react, automatic auto braking is activated to slow the vehicle.

Blind Spot Warning. If another vehicle is detected 
in your blind spot area, an indicator appears  
in the driver’s or front passenger’s doors and on 
the Advanced Drive-Assist Display. Put your  
turn signal on, and the indicator flashes with  
a warning chime to alert you.

Lane Departure Warning. If X-TRAIL detects 
that you’re straying from your lane, the Lane 
Departure Warning system will give both a visual 
and audible alert. The system is so smart, it’s 
designed to stop the warnings whenever your 
turn signal is engaged.

Moving Object Detection.  When the 
Around View Monitor is in use and detects 
something moving by the vehicle, it gives  
a visual and audible alert.
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NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES 

 
CUSTOMISATION

 Trunk lower finisher 

 Load carrier aluminium

 Removable Towbar

 Dog guard

 Rear styling plate

 Entry guards - Illuminated (front set)

Make this X-TRAIL uniquely 
yours down to the last detail. Opt 
for silver mirror caps and side sills 
with crossover styling plates and 19" 
alloy wheels, then add a soft trunkliner 
and illuminated entry guards for a 
premium feel: it’s your call.

  Style pack_satin silver: mirror caps, side 
stripe door sills, trunk lower finisher

  Front over rider with front styling plate

  
alloy wheel



COLOURS TRIMS

Gray - M - KAD Black - P - G41

Titanium Olive - PM - EAN Amber - PM - EAR Red - S - AX6

Haptic Blue - M - RAQ White - Pearl 3P - QAB Silver - M - K23

17" alloy (silver painted) 19" alloy (machine cut)

ALLOY WHEELS DIMENSIONS

A: Wheelbase: 2,705 MM 

B: Overall length: 4,640 MM 

C:  Overall width: 1,820 MM  
(1,830 MM with 19" alloys)

D:  Overall height: 1,710 MM  
(1, 715 MM with roof rails)

SUEDE LIKE TRICOT

GENUINE LEATHER  
WITH PERFORATION - BEIGE

GENUINE LEATHER  
WITH PERFORATION - BLACK

XE/SV

SVE



GRADES

XE

■  LED Signature Day Time Running Lights

■  Tilt and telescopic adjustable Steering Wheel

■  Electric parking brake

■  6 airbags + ABS+ EBD + ESP

■  Chassis Control

■  Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

■  Luggage Board System

■  5" Colour Advanced Drive-Assist Display

■  Cruise control / speed limiter

■  Bluetooth with microphone

■  Audio CD, MP3, USB, Aux, 4speakers

■  Manual Air Conditioning

■  Electric & Heated exterior mirrors

■  Rear folding, reclining and sliding bench; 60/40

■  17" alloy wheels

■  Hill Start Assist 

■  Side indicators in door mirrors

■  Front and Rear power windows

■  Front and Rear armrest

■  Spare wheel

■  Chrome Glass Surround and Door Handles

Options
■  Safety Pack: Forward Emergency Braking 

+ Lane Departure Warning + Traffic Sign 
Recognition + Auto Dimming Rear View Mirror 
+ Front and Rear Parking Sensors

■  7 Seats 

SV

■  Privacy glass

■  Electric folding mirrors

■  Upper interior finisher

■  Front Fog Lamps with chrome ring

■  Leather Steering Wheel & gear knob

■  6 Speakers

■  Dual Zone Auto Air Conditioning

■  Auto dimming room mirror

■  Auto Headlamps

■  Rain sensing wipers

■  High beam assist

■  Forward Emergency Braking

■  Lane Departure Warning

■  Traffic Sign Recognition

■  Front & Rear parking sensors

Options
■  Technology Pack: Nissan Connect with 7" 

display + Around View Monitor + Digital Audio 
Broadcast

■  Design Pack: iKey + Engine start button + 
Silver roof rails + 19" alloy wheels + Power 
Tailgate

■  Power Moonroof (Standard on 7 seats)

■  7 Seats

SVE

■  LED Headlamps

■  Auto levelizer

■  Leather seats

■  Driver seat power slide/reclining/Lifter /lumber

■  Passenger seat power slide/reclining

■  Front & Rear parking sensors

■  Roof rails

■  I-Key + Engine start button

■  Power tailgate

■  19’’ Alloy Wheels

■  Nissan Connect

■  Around View Monitor

■  Digital Audio Broadcast

■  Intelligent Park Assist

■  Parking Slot Measurement

■  Driver Fatigue Alert

■  Blind Spot Warning

■  Moving Object Detection

■  Power Moonroof

Options
■  7 Seats

AT NISSAN, YOU BRING OUT THE 
BEST IN US.

SERVICE PLAN

EXTENDED WARRANTY

 
OFFERS YOU:

 KM 

 KM INTERVAL 
FOR DIESEL ENGINES

 KM INTERVAL 
FOR PETROL ENGINES

You spark our imagination. You provoke our 
ingenuity. You inspire us to change the rules and 
innovate. And at Nissan, innovation is not just about 
additions and extensions; it’s about crossing the line 
to reinvent the status quo. It’s about developing 
unexpected solutions to satisfy your wildest and most 
pragmatic desires. At Nissan, we design cars, 
accessories and services that break the mould - 
making the practical exciting and the exciting 
practical to offer you a more exhilarating driving 
experience everyday.

Nissan Service Plan is the easiest way to give your Nissan X-Trail the maintenance it 
deserves while you save money in the long run. Nissan Service Plan provides a convenient 
and easy solution, enabling you to spread the cost of your servicing needs by making low 
monthly payments rather than having to pay the full amount all at once. Nissan Service Plan 
also ensures that your Nissan X-Trail is serviced in line with manufacturers 
recommendations/specifications giving you peace of mind motoring. A well maintained 
vehicle offers Nissan drivers safety, reliability and economy with a “FSH” (Full Service History) 
also protecting future residual re-sale values. Nissan Service Plan customers can also rest 
assured that your vehicle is maintained and serviced by qualified Nissan technicians using 
Genuine Nissan Parts.

Nissan 5 year Extended Warranty provides you with ongoing protection after the standard 
warranty ends. Protect your X-Trail for longer with our comprehensive Extended Warranty 
cover to extend your cover to 5 years or 150,000kms whichever comes first. The Nissan 
Extended Warranty covers the cost of repairing or replacing covered mechanical or electrical 
components should they expectantly breakdown due to warrantable defect of material or
workmanship during the period of cover. If you sell your Nissan privately, you can transfer the 
cover to the new owner adding value to your vehicle when your sell. Transfers are free.



Follow Nissan X-TRAIL on:

V i s i t  o u r  w e b s i t e  a t :  h t t p : / / w w w . n i s s a n . i e / v e h i c l e / x - t r a i l

Dealer stamp:

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (Dec 2015). This brochure has been 
produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan 
Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed 
of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date inf ormation. Because of the 
limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim 
materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.

This brochure is made from chlorine free paper – GEA XTRAIL PC BROC 12/2015 – Printed in EU. 
Produced by NEW BBDO, France – Tel.: +33 1 40 62 37 37 and produced by eg+ worldwide, France – Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35.

Nissan Ireland, 
Cedar House, 
Park West Business Park, 
Nangor Road, 
Dublin 12, 
Ireland.


